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Magic mushrooms turn construction waste into building blocks
problem with the blackthorn encroacher bush (acacia mellifera) choking the aquifer and preventing the grass lands from
he magic of mushrooms and some innovative technolgrowing back and the animals couldn’t graze.”
ogy could divert construction and demolition (C&D)
The bush could be harvested and processed, creating aniwaste from landfills, create building blocks, sustain
mal feed, charcoal for fuel and, by using the small twigs, a
and house an impoverished African nation and, maybe, bring
medium to commercially grow mushrooms.
housing to Mars.
But they weren’t finished yet. Once the mushrooms were
The way Cleveland architect Christopher Maurer sees it
harvested the remaining medium is processed with micro
there has to be a better way to dispose of C&D waste than just
organism and fungi to create building materials to create
throwing it into a hole in the ground and his vision has led to
the homes.
a hook up with NASA and MIT.
BioHab became a joint project with The Standard Bank
Maurer, principal architect at Redhouse Studio is now
Group, MIT’s Centre for Bits and Atoms and Redhouse Stuworking to scale up the Biocycler, a mobile technology which
dio to harvest the bush, process it into substrate which turned
grinds construction waste and then processes it into blocks
out to be perfect for growing gourmet mushrooms which
using mycelium fungi and calcite-producing microbes as the
became a local source of food and an export community.
cement to bind it into a durable and formed material.
“The bank even set up booths and people could buy mushIt’s one of three projects which are gaining traction for his
rooms and the funds would go to buy the bricks to build
team which includes a process to grow mushrooms in the
homes,” he says.
REDHOUSE STUDIO
poorest part of Namibia and an ambitious scheme to grow A before and after growth comparison of the MycoBrick,
The work there led to connections with MIT and NASA’s
construction materials biologically “in a bag” on Mars for one of Redhouse Studio’s living building materials
NIAC (NASA Innovative Advance Concepts) group which
humans to later harvest and use.
gave him a grant to explore the concept of growing mushThe Biocycler, however, is the project concept closest to a sustainable material which does give off VOC or formalde- rooms on Mars in a self contained “bag.”
home since C&D waste and the perilous future of landfill hyde,” says Maurer who says there are three proposed strategies
It is intriguing because NASA plans to have some kind of
sites are pressing problems across major North American for deployment. “The first we call the Show, which is a shipping mechanical working presence on the red plant by 2025 with
cities.
container at a site to process material into blocks,” he says. “It’s human arriving in 2030. Robots — Mars Rovers — would
Despite efforts to separate and recycle metals and mason- called the Show because you see the process, the waste and then be deployed initially to ready shelter and NASA is looking at
ry, C&D is about one fifth of the waste stream waste and most the blocks. The second is called the Business which involves various construction concepts such as sulphur based concrete.
of it still ends up in landfill.
Maurer’s idea to is ship mushroom spores and a dehydrata factory where we prefab the material in to shapes or glued
The Ontario Waste Management Association is warning boards and then ship them to construction sites to be assem- ed medium weighing just a few grams. The plan would be
the province needs to find more landfill immediately since bled. The third is called the Mission and it would be going to to add water which the Rover has previously sourced and
planning and construction take a decade or more and time disaster sites such as hurricanes where you have a lot of debris stored to trigger algae growth and then when it starts to peris fast running out. Still, Ontario produces about 15 million and you then process it into materials for construction.”
colate, add the spores which would then grown and fill the
tonnes of construction, renovation and demolition waste
Some of the challenges to be resolved including ensuring pre-shaped form of the dome on Mars creating a structure
Despite efforts to separate and recycle metals and mason- that once the lifecycle of the blocks are reached they can be much like a pop-up tent.
ry C&D is about one fifth of the waste stream waste and most recycled again.
Maurer and the team think they can also grow furniture
of it still ends up in landfill.
”When you look at the blocks or touch them they have the in the same way.
Maurer sees the carbon in that waste stream as a resource same feel, consistency and density of oak,” he says.
Meanwhile, the first big project for the Biocycler is coming
and wants to reclaim it and reduce the footprints of both
His work in the area of biomimicry has led to some fas- up for Maurer and he admits it’s a little different.
demolition and new construction.
“It’s not the biggest structure I’ve designed but it will be
cinating collaborations and it started with a project to create
“We want to take waste from construction sites, wood, ceil- housing in Namibia.
the one with the most occupancy,” he laughs. “We’re building tiles, anything with a cellulose base and then make it into
“We wanted create low income sustainable housing for ing a bee barn as a prototype building and it will house
a substrate and add micro-organisms and reconstitute it into the homeless in Namibia,” he says. “And we found they had a 500,000 bees.”
IAN HARVEY
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Airtightness testing innovates
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to meet commercial needs
DAN O’REILLY
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irtightness testing on buildings has
moved beyond the realm of sole
technicians conducting blower tests
in houses and into the commercial sector.
Legislative changes, notably in Vancouver
and Toronto, and proactive developers who
recognize the benefits are some of the reasons,
according to the founding principles of airtightness testing consultant CoEfficient Building Science.
“We’ve probably worked on 20 to 30 Part 3
buildings,” says Vancouver-based Deva Veylan,
referring to large complex structures higher
than three storeys and larger than 557 square
metres (6,000 square feet) as defined by that
particular section of the National Building
Code.
Veylan’s performed more than 1,000 residential blower door tests delivering the EnerGuide rating scale, while his Toronto-based
partner Austin Todd previously worked with
a small building science consulting firm in
Toronto, gaining experience with testing large
buildings.
They met while pursuing a Master of Building Science program at Ryerson University
where they became friends and participated
in a research project as part of the program.
“After networking and discussing large
building with industry professionals, we recognized that airtightness testing isn’t happening to the degree that it should be in the
commercial sector,” says Todd, on some of the
factors leading to the formal launch of the
company in the spring of 2019.
Since then the two building scientists have
acquired a number of clients and the com-

pany has also become a tester for the National
Research Council (NRC). As part of a nationwide research study NRC has been conducting on high performance buildings, they
conducted airtightness testing at the retrofitted Ontario Association of Architects’ Toronto
headquarters last year.
What makes CoEfficient different from
sole proprietors who show up at people’s
homes is that it’s a full range consulting firm
often involved right from the start in the
design phase and on an equal footing with
other consultants, says Todd.
It has conducted tests on several different
types of buildings for purposes which include
data collection, post-construction verification,
and construction phase quality control.
“We’re currently working with a variety
of clients to incorporate airtightness testing
on upcoming projects as well as pursuing
research opportunities,” says Todd.
To achieve that objective, the company
works with construction teams to incorporate
the testing in a way that allows the owner/contractor/consultant to benefit from that process
and use the data in creating a higher performance building.
“Our role has been to educate the industry
on integrating airtightness testing into their
existing process and optimize its benefits.”
Of course, they emphasize that airtightness
testing on commercial buildings is a more
complicated procedure than on residential
structures. Ideally, the whole building should
be vacant to allow the entire envelope to be
sealed. Exits and/or entries could jeopardize
the results or prolong the testing duration,
says Todd.
See TORONTO, Pg. I-3
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The Construction Technologist: A new role created by industry’s technology evolution

A

cademics and global strategists suggest
However, it’s a title that defies attempts to pin it
that the increased adoption of technoldown to absolute specifics.
ogy is becoming vital to the collabora“The Construction Technologist is not the
tion of ICI project partners — all those who
person to call to fix a mouse or keyboard,”
own, plan, design, or supply material. They
says DJ Phipps, Procore Technologies senrelate the industry’s low productivity growth
ior strategic product consultant BIM/VDC.
over past decades to a reluctance to embrace
“Construction Technology touches all aspects
higher levels technology, going so far as to catof day-to-day operations throughout a conegorize it as a cultural failure.
struction company. It’s different than InforGoing forward, successful adoption of techmation Technology (IT). Construction Technology will separate the companies destined to Inside Innovation
nology deals a lot more with software and not
thrive from those finding themselves left out of John Bleasby
so much with hardware.”
future major projects. In other words, companPhipps describes the Construction Techies engaged in ICI construction in Canada can
nologist as the person who can serve as a
no longer afford to ask whether or not to embrace technol- bridge between the various software platforms and operogy — the question to ask is, “How can this be done?”
ations on the worksite. “That person not only has to know
Creating a culture that can keep pace with the ongoing technology and software and how they work, but have a
development of construction technology is no simple task. pretty good handle on day-to-day construction processes
The path is often hampered by an internal “disconnect” in order to keep perspective.”
between the executive suite, technology evangelists within
As simple as that may sound, it requires a challenging
the company, and workers and managers on project sites.
balance of skills. In addition to a good technical underEven when company owners decide to commit to tech- standing and an appreciation of operations, the CT needs
nology, there are dozens of questions requiring answers. to liaise successfully with the executive branch. After all,
“What does ‘technology’ mean to our company? How do they make the final decisions regarding the technological
we begin to understand the needs, or ‘pain points’, within path the company will take.
our company that must be addressed?”
“Construction Technologists must know how to write
In addition to the range of technological solutions business cases that can be presented to company executives
and platforms available — BIM, drones, robotics, Arti- in order to get their buy-in,” says Phipps. They have to colficial Intelligence, software of all types — there remains lect and establish baseline data that can be measured against
the important question of who within the organization is calculations of the expected time savings and efficiencies
best suited to manage the integration of technology. It’s in real dollars, and then present that information effectively.
likely this role is not directly addressed within the current
Upper management needs an informed intermediary
framework of corporate functions.
too, someone working on the company’s behalf. As Phipps
This gap in responsibility has given birth to a new position explains, the CT can be the dedicated person acting as the
most commonly called the Construction Technologist (CT). line of defense against a barrage of marketing approaches

from established and start-up tech companies. Too often
these vendors offer only single point solutions that do not
integrate into an overall tech strategy. “The CT can help
decide whether a piece of software is worth evaluating by
going out and gathering the insight they need. Then, if it’s
a good idea worth pursuing, it can be brought to the executive for further discussion.”
That’s the top-down approach. However, it can be a
challenge when any form of technology is suggested to
project managers and their workers. People are sensitive, and part of the construction culture is an instinctive
aversion to change, coupled with a fear that technology is
being introduced to reduce jobs.
A more successful outcome is achieved when interest in
technology develops from the bottom-up. “A bigger part
of the CT position is to go out and talk to the people on
the jobs to see what is going on, what they are struggling
with, and learn how long it’s taking them to do something,” Phipps says. “It’s really important that the CT not
only has a relationship with management and understands
things like budgets, but also understands the perspective
of people in the field and their desire to get the job done.”
“The CT is not there to be the bad cop — he or she is
there to help people with what they are doing day-to-day,”
explains Phipps.
The Construction Technologist can be described as
an inquisitive problem-solver, working across all departments, able to understand the company’s processes, and
then offering digital solutions to problems that arise.
Depending on company type, size and complexity, the CT
function may not even be assigned to a single individual
but to a technology integration committee of some sort.
John Bleasby is a Coldwater, Ont.-based freelance
writer. Send comments and column ideas to editor@
dailycommercialnews.com.

Toronto, Vancouver leading adoption of airtightness testing in Canada
Continued from Pg. I-2
“We often work at night and on the
weekends to avoid interfering with the
trades,” says Todd.
In active construction markets that is
not always feasible with many occupants
living or working on lower floors even

COEFFICIENT BUILDING SCIENCE LTD.

Deva Veylan and Austin Todd, co-founders
of CoEfficient Building Science Ltd.

before high rise towers have been topped
off. In those situations, guarded blower
testing can be applied to the quantify air
leakage through exterior walls on a floor or
a set of floors isolated from the rest of the
building, he says.
While there is still some commercial
industry resistance to airtightness testing, that is changing, partly because of
Vancouver and Toronto’s leadership, they
point out.
Under the voluntary adoption of the
British Columbia’s Energy Step Code, airtightness testing is required on all Part 3
buildings in Vancouver. The Step Code
allows local governments to incentivize
or require a level of energy efficiency in
new construction that exceeds the requirements of the provincial building code.
In Toronto, whole-building airtightness
is required on Part 3 buildings under Tier
2 of the city’s Green Standard, which sets
sustainable design requirements for new
private and city-owned developments
under four different tiers (1 to 4).
In 2022, it is planned that Tier 2 will
become Tier 1. What that means is that
air-testing for all buildings will become
mandatory.
“Toronto and Vancouver are on the leading edge (of testing)” says Todd, explaining
that’s the reason they respectively live and
work in those two cities.

COEFFICIENT BUILDING SCIENCE LTD.

A blower door test being performed on the Ryerson Architecture Building.

That is not as complex as it might seem.
Real-time information such as architectural reviews can be uploaded to a central
platform, allowing each partner to track
what the other is doing.
“Most of our work is done on the com-

puter,” says Veylan, who estimates their
business is comprised of approximately
25 to 40 per cent of field work and onsite,
with computer entry and analysis making
up the balance—although that percentage
ratio can vary.
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Industry Perspectives Op-Ed

How to put your construction workforce data to work
general contractors to make informed
decisions about project bidding and
n this ever-changing landscape, con- recruitment.
tractors with readily available, quickly
Knowing when to hire in a competitive
digestible, and easily executed on con- job market and knowing when you have the
struction data have become king.
capacity to take on more work is crucial to
With construction bidding becoming remaining profitable.
more competitive, general contractors are
having to carefully plan projects to opti- LEVERAGING HISTORICAL PROJECT
DATA AND RESOURCE PLANS
mize their resources and mitigate risk —
all with the goal of remaining as profitable
It’s critical for contractors to have accuras they can on every contract.
ate foresight to help complete projects on
Leading contractors are able to accom- time and on budget — and also to make
plish this by putting their construction competitive bids. Having the ability to look
data to work and finding ways to do more at historical project data allows general conwith less.
tractors to better understand the decisions
Technologies built specifically for the that led to project success or failure.
construction industry are providing generHistorical project data can shed light on
al contractors with new insight into their project teams that have previously worked
project and resource management. These well together and also help to identify
insights are helping contractors stream- projects of similar scope to understand
line their core operations, make informed the required team sizes, their specific
project decisions, and identify what project functions on the job, and how their work
success looks like so it can be repeated on ramped up or down over the duration of
future builds.
the project. Data can also be used to referSome of the ways that leading general ence team experience with specific market
contractors are making their data work for sectors or clients. General contractors can
them include:
use this data to build best-fit and rightsized project teams that accurately reflect
UTILIZATION RATES AND
the work needed to be done.
FORECASTING INTO THE FUTURE
KNOWING THE GAPS AND
Tracking workforce utilization rates
PREDICTING YOUR TEAM SIZE
is no simple feat. Construction resource
management software that provides an
One of the quickest ways that a general
overview of utilization rates helps con- contractor can be at risk of losing money
tractors better identify specific roles or is having a disconnect between their workregions that operate at certain benchmarks, force availability and project needs. Using
and which are falling short and costing data helps to paint a clear picture of the
money.
workforce demands from your project
A birds-eye view of utilization rates into pipeline as well as the workforce available
the coming months and years also allows to meet those demands.
MALLORIE BRODIE
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Better understanding supply and
demand at a company level helps to identify gaps in your workforce. Whether it
means the workforce is being spread too
thin and is at risk of burn-out or the workforce supply exceeds project requirements,
data provides actionable insights to keep
contractors right-sized.
On an individual project, data can be
used to determine whether the project
needs are shrinking or growing over time
so contractors can staff accordingly. This
insight helps contractors maintain strong,
but also lean, project teams to keep projects profitable.
This data can also be used to inform
future planning to ensure project teams
are assembled and allocated appropriately
from kickoff to closeout.

CONSTRUCTCONNECT

Mallorie Brodie of Bridgit recently appeared on The Construction Record podcast to discuss innovation in construction and share her firm’s keys to overcoming challenges.

A partner you can trust
Managing the success of your construction business can be
challenging in today’s evolving marketplace.
When you partner with Aviva for your surety needs, you can
count on us to provide you with:
• Expert advice and consultation for your specific project
• Our commitment to help you meet your business goals
• A stable partnership focused on the long-term
With more than 100 years of expertise behind us, you can
trust Aviva as your valued business partner.
Contact your broker to learn more.

avivacanada.com
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Aviva and the Aviva logo are trademarks used under license by the licensor.

As the level of industry competition continues to increase, every project’s importance (and how each project is staffed) is
amplified. It isn’t major changes to how
an organization operates that will give it a
competitive edge.
Small changes to the decision-making
process, using accurate data to support
those decisions, and using historical projects to inform future planning can help
contractors better identify what has worked
and, most importantly, provide that competitive advantage by helping to repeat their
previous successes.
Interested in learning more? Listen to
The Construction Record podcast interview with Mallorie Brodie, CEO and
co-founder of Bridgit, one of the first construction resource management tools.
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